New PERD Parking Arrangement

- The PERD 12-passenger vans will be parked on Babcock Street
- Minivans will be parked on level P2 of the Agganis Arena parking garage
- We will have 4 spots designated for PERD inside of the Langsam Garage on Babcock Street
- We have 7 spots designated for PERD outdoors on the Babcock Street Extension

Garage Information

- PERD has four designated spots in the Langsam Parking Garage on Babcock
- The entrance to the garage is located on Gardiner Street
• There is a gate at this entrance for which we will be receiving access cards

• Currently the gate is not functional so it remain in the up position

• Our spots are located on the south wall of the garage that parallels Gardiner Street

• After taking a right turn to enter the actual garage, take another immediate right turn and then a left.

Babcock Extension Information

• PERD has seven designated spots outdoors on the Babcock Street Extension
- There is no thru-traffic on this part of the road so please take a wide turn when parking your van, being very careful to park within the yellow lines.

- Due to the size of the street and the fact you will most likely have other vehicles parked next to you, it is likely that when backing your van out of the spot it will be necessary for you to back out so that you are facing the end of Babcock Street. You will then need to drive to the end of the street to turn around. Remember to always use a spotter when backing.
General Information

- If all designated PERD spots are occupied by vehicles (both inside and out), please park in the nearest available **non-reserved spot inside of the garage along the same wall**
  - If you park in a non-PERD spot, please be sure to note this in your binder

- If you notice a non-PERD vehicle parked in a designated PERD spot, we ask that you send a quick email to parking@bu.edu with the vehicle information and the location of the parking spot
  - Be sure to include BU parking sticker information if the car has one
  - Please CC your advisor on this email so that we can follow-up